Creativity is the focus of research in various areas. The present paper focuses on creativity in music and the role of the teacher in stimulating and developing it in an individual's musical development. It highlights the importance of evaluating musical ideas, the creative process and final products. The Music Olympiad involves a presentation of competitor's own compositions. In the research, we analysed the characteristics of the compositions written for and performed at the first three Slovene Music Olympiads.
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ABSTRACT

Creativity is the focus of research in various areas. The present paper focuses on creativity in music and the role of the teacher in stimulating and developing it in an individual's musical development. It highlights the importance of evaluating musical ideas, the creative process and final products. The Music Olympiad involves a presentation of competitor's own compositions. In the research, we analysed the characteristics of the compositions written for and performed at the first three Slovene Music Olympiads.
Introduction

Research of creativity is in the domain of several sciences and arts. Therefore, its definitions are varied and multilayer. The common characteristics found in all definitions of creativity are connected with creating something new, original, applicable or suitable for a determined task.\(^1\) As Sternberg\(^2\) points out, creativity, on one hand, involves specific elements of a certain area, hence requiring specific knowledge, while on the other hand, some of its elements are common to various areas of activity. Furthermore, he believes that, up to a certain extent, creativity can be measured, developed and stimulated. The natural and social environments, offering possibilities and challenges to create, play an important role in this respect.\(^3\) Creativity is positively influenced by freedom, independence, suitable time framework, necessary to create, good examples, stimulation of originality, freedom of criticism and a set of norms in which innovation is valued while failure is not fatal.\(^4\)

Multidirectional consideration of creativity is inherent of music as well. Oblak points out, that musical art is based on the “triplicity of musical creativity”: creation of new musical works (production), musical performance (reproduction) and musical perception (reproduction in an internal, subjective conception).\(^5\) Similarly, Deliege in Richelle\(^6\) claim that music differs from other arts in the fact that the performer is in the role of a mediator passing a musical work from the composer to the audience. However, according to Burnard,\(^7\) the previously mentioned threefold concept including the composer, performer and listener does not suffice to present the complexity of production, reproduction, reception as well as circulation and interaction between the listeners, performers and creators. Odena in Welch\(^8\) point out that traditional concepts of creativity focus primarily on the products of creation, consequently taking into account especially composers who established themselves through their work.

Newer concepts, on the other hand, focus on the creative processes, putting creative thinking in the forefront. Webster defined creative thinking in music as “a dynamic
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mental process that alternates between divergent (imaginative) and convergent (factual) thinking, moving in stages over time”,9 and presented its complexity in his Model of creative thinking in music which includes elements of the entire creative process and its products. In connection with creative thinking he pointed out five directions worthy and necessary to explore: «(1) emphasis on the role of musical imagination and musical imagery, (2) theoretical modeling of the creative process, (3) new approaches to the measurement of creative aptitude, and (4) systematic observation of creative behavior, often in natural settings..... /5/ the use of computers and sound technology as tools for recording and stimulating creative thought.»10 Since the model applies to adults as well as children, it is useful for teachers in developing strategies to stimulate students’ creativity, and for researchers who study creative processes, products, personalities, environment and recognition of creativity by the public.

**Students’ Musical Creativity and the Role of Teachers**

Kokotsaki and Newton11 highlight the definitions by researchers who understand musical creativity as a “learnable and teachable high-level skill” the development of which is supported by learning, practicing and experience. They point out that in music education, students will only be creative “if teachers are able to nurture and support their creative thinking and encourage creative behaviour”.12 In connection with music education learning strategies, Philpott13 emphasises students’ active contact with music through listening, performing and creative activities which represent the basis for music learning. On the other hand, the learned musical contents are also expressed through those basic music activities, including musical creativity. Thus, active learning is in the forefront. Since it occurs in situations similar to reality, we call it authentic learning.14

Leading the students through the creative process, in which musical ideas are developed into compositions or the other creative product is a special challenge for teachers. They need to know the nature and development of creativity and be good observers and strategists of the learning process which require adaptation of procedures to each individual student or a group of students.15 Music teachers have to have a positive attitude towards creativeness and have to know the components of the creative process. They have to create a positive learning environment and be constant researchers.
and explorers themselves. They must not hinder students with excessive guidance, but rather provide support.16

When it comes to creativity, teachers are perceived as role models. With their musical imagination, creative models and improvisation, they enable students to experience musical creativity in a positive way, stimulating their curiosity and encouraging exploration of sounds, development of musical ideas, expressive performance and transfer of musical experience and concepts into other media.

Creative activities have to be planned very carefully in terms of objectives, content, method and organisation (learning forms, time frames for solving the tasks, preparation of necessary materials, presentation of results). Teachers have to define very clearly the purpose and objectives of creative processes and musical products as achievements of musical creativity. They also need to decide which tasks should be solved individually, in pairs or groups. Individual efforts give greater satisfaction to students with bigger interest. When solving a creative task, an individual is fully activated in the cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains, and does not have to adapt to others. Once a creative process is finished and a musical product created, the latter passes from subjective to objective, i.e. changes ownership. Upon its presentation to the public, it is evaluated by the audience (teacher, class-mates, audience at a performance, where a work is presented). Solving tasks in groups enables generation of numerous musical ideas, some of which are then selected by the group, while others are omitted.17 Students learn together and from each other.

Evaluating Creative Ideas, Processes and Products

Evaluating the achievements of creative activities is a particular challenge for music education teachers. Already at the stage of planning a creative activity, teacher has to consider the ways of monitoring it and the learning procedures. In relation to formative evaluation, Adams18 points out that in the process of solving creative tasks, teachers should listen to students, their questions and considerations. At the same time, teachers should monitor their own thoughts, reactions and responses to students’ questions. This highlights the importance of teacher’s reflections on teaching and the teaching strategies used. Teacher’s feedback should be given during the creative process, as well as after the presentation. It should be encouraging, but also contain objective criticism with guidelines for further work and improvement. However, even in this respect, the question regarding the relation between new, unconventional approaches and the use of musical knowledge in new conceptual context remains open.

In both, formative and summative assessment it is important to assume holistic approach which includes not only the cognitive but also emotional-motivational, social
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and physical-motional domains. Outlining the basic criteria for the assessment of creative music achievements, Sicherl Kafol highlights the level of originality, accordance of musical parameters, aesthetic evaluation, student's interest and engagement.19

Holcar Brunauer20 points out the importance of encouraging and including students' self-evaluation and peer-evaluation into the assessment processes, as this motivates students and adds to their positive attitude towards assessment and music itself.

In summative assessment, which is part of the established system in educational environment, it is important that students do not perceive the attributed grade as an indicator of their creative abilities, but rather as part of their achievement in the learning continuum. To the largest possible extent, creative achievements should be evaluated in connection with the performance of the created work.

Musical Creativity as Part of the Music Olympiad

Music Olympiad is a competition intended for primary and secondary school students with talent for and interest in music.21 They can study at the same time in music school or take private music lessons. They are prepared by the music teacher – mentor from the general school. The competition is divided into two categories, based on the contestants’ age: in Category 1 there are students aged 12–14 (primary school) and in Category 2 students aged 15–18 (secondary school).

The concept of a Music Olympiad was developed in Estonia in 2002. The first International Music Olympiad was organised in Tallinn in 2012. The following ones have been organised biennially.22 In Slovenia, we have so far organised and carried out five national Music Olympiads.23

The Music Olympiad is a complex competition which includes various musical activities. Each contestant passes through three parts of the competition. They include an oral, written and a-vista test (Part I); singing performance (Part II) and performance of authorial composition (Part III). The competition is judged by a jury of professional musicians of different specialisations (composers, teachers of singing, higher education teachers – special education teachers, music education teachers).24 Each part of
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19 Barbara Sicherl Kafol, Izbrana poglavja iz glasbene didaktike (Ljubljana: Pedagoška fakulteta, 2015).
21 The aims of the Music Olympiad are:
   • To strengthen the position of music education as a creative subject in national curricula.
   • To create motivation and offer musically talented young people opportunities for artistic self-expression at international level.
   • To widen opportunities for composing music (participants can use vocal and acoustic musical instruments as well as various electro-acoustical instruments and audio-visual multimedia.
   • To develop musical literacy as a prerequisite for creative activities.

22 In 2014, the second International Music Olympiad took place in Riga (Latvia) and the third one was organised in Klaipeda (Lithuania) in 2016.
the competition has a set of assessment criteria and distribution of points clearly defined. The total amount is 100 points. In Part I, a contestant can achieve the maximum of 40 points in the written test and 10 in the a-vista test. The maximum score for singing performance (Part II) is 20 points, while for original composition and its presentation (Part III), it is 30 points.25

The Music Olympiad is particularly valuable because it includes and encourages musical creativity of students. In the last part of the competition, the contestants present themselves as performers of their own compositions. They can be composed for voice, acoustic or electro-acoustic instruments, or for audiovisual and multimedia performance. It can be a song for solo voice or vocal ensemble (unaccompanied or with accompaniment), a piece for an instrument or instruments, or a composition using electro-acoustic, audiovisual or multimedia performance. The original piece of music is performed live at a public concert or, in case of compositions for multimedia, from a pre-recorded source. Other singers and instrumentalists can be used for the performance.

The composed music must be the original production of the participant (pre-existing lyrics may be used). The participants perform an original piece of max. 3 minutes, prepared beforehand.

At the national level, the jury assesses the created and presented original compositions based on the following criteria: originality; rhythmic, melodic and harmonic structure; compositional structure; choice of performers; use of interpretation markings in the notation; accordance between the content and the title; overall impression of the performance.26

The Study

Research Aim, Methodology, Data Gathering and Data Analysing Procedures

We carried out a study aimed at looking into the characteristics of the compositions which were created and presented by the competitors at the first three Slovene Music Olympiads in both categories (2012-2014). Altogether, 93 original compositions were created and presented. We were interested in what their common characteristics were and how their originality was shown.

First, we analysed all compositions in terms of their general characteristics related to the topic, performers and genre, together with short notes about their creation written by the authors. Then we selected the 32 compositions which we used to carry out a detailed analysis of musical parameters such as structure, meter, melody, harmony,
form and notation. Our selection was based on the rank attributed to them by the six-member jury. However, we also considered different genres.

In the study, we used descriptive method and musical analysis method.

**Sample**

Purposive sampling was used in the study.

The first three Music Olympiads were attended by contestants (N=93) from ten Slovene regions. They were prepared by 34 teachers-mentors (26 primary-school teachers and 8 secondary-school teachers). Of these, 6 primary-school teachers participated in all three Music Olympiads.

![Figure 1: The number of contestants of the first three Slovene Music Olympiads in relation to categories.](image)

As it is evident from the Figure 1, the contestants of the first three Slovene Music Olympiads (SMO) were prevalingly primary-school students (89.2%), competing in Category 1. Since teachers usually teach the same students for several years, they are able to follow their musical path and, consequently, they are also more committed as mentors. They prepare individualised work programmes which include preparation for the SMO. Music teachers report that the interest in the SMO in some primary schools is so big that they have to organise school Olympiads where they choose the best contestants for participation in the SMO, as each mentor can only register up to three students from one school. The number of secondary-school students competing at the SMO was symbolic (10.8%). In most secondary schools, music education is a compulsory subject only in the first year, during which teachers barely get to know their students. Therefore, the small participation of secondary-school students in the competition is in a way a reflection of the status of music education in the secondary school curricula.

27 Among the six jurors of each competition, there were two established Slovene composers with experience in teaching / mentoring young (future) composers.
Results and Interpretation

The results of the analysis of all original compositions (N=93) in terms of their general characteristics showed that most of the contestants’ compositions had programme titles (95%).

![Figure 2: Topics of compositions with programme titles - all three SMOs.](image)

Table 1: The number (f) and percentage (%) of programme compositions according to the incentives for their creation and individual Music Olympiads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme music</th>
<th>1st SMO</th>
<th></th>
<th>2nd SMO</th>
<th></th>
<th>3rd SMO</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External stimuli</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>49,0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>48,0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>53,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal stimuli</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>37,0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26,0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14,0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26,0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ideas for most of these compositions came from external and internal stimuli. Apart from the titles, short descriptions of the creation of compositions, written by
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28 Examples of titles: Sunset (Sončni zahod), Storm (Nevihta), Bird Flight (Ptičji let), Spring Dance (Pomladni ples), Breese (Vetrič), Lullaby (Uspavanka), Fantasies (Sanjarije), Whispering (Šepetanje), Big Heart (Veliko srce), Believe in Yourself (Verjemi vse), Me and You (Jaz in ti).

their authors and submitted upon the application, reveal their contents. The notes also indicate the level of musical knowledge and experience used in the composing process.

A few compositions were inspired by the instruments the contestants played or felt particular affinity towards. Only a small part (5%) of the compositions were absolute music. Their titles were connected with their compositional forms, but also with the compositional approach and method of playing.

In all three Slovene music Olympiads, compositions for solo instruments prevailed, and among them, compositions for piano were in majority (34%). Others were compositions for flute, trumpet, tube, marimba, accordion, guitar, electric guitar.

In the second largest group, there were compositions in which human voice had the main role, accompanied usually by one and, in rare cases, two instruments (25%). The most frequent accompanying instrument was the piano, while in individual compositions, guitar, bass guitar, drums, oboe and trombone were used as accompanying instruments.

As regards music for small groups, most compositions were duos, trios and quartets.

In the case of chamber groups, the compositions surprised with the varied and sometimes also unconventional selection of instruments.
Analysis showed that 75.8% of the compositions belonged to the category of art music, 22% to the category of popular music, and only 2.2% were written in the style of the Slovene folk heritage.

Analysis of the above mentioned descriptions showed that some of them included parameters which we later used in our detailed analysis of selected compositions: structure, meter, melody, harmony, form and notation.38

![Figure 3](image1.png) **Figure 3. Classification of original compositions according to performers - all three SMOs.**

![Figure 4](image2.png) **Figure 4: Classification of original compositions related to genre - all three SMOs.**

Analysis showed that 75.8% of the compositions belonged to the category of art music, 22% to the category of popular music, and only 2.2% were written in the style of the Slovene folk heritage.

Analysis of the above mentioned descriptions showed that some of them included parameters which we later used in our detailed analysis of selected compositions: structure, meter, melody, harmony, form and notation.38

38 Examples:

"Variations are written for solo violin in B-major, however, they modulate a few times. Besides the prevailing 9/8 time, the 2/4 time also occurs. I wanted to keep the composition simple and easy to remember. I hope I succeeded."

"You and Me is my second composition. Its character is happy, light and optimistic. The lyrics have three strophes and it is about happiness, love and joy I feel for my darling. It is a monosectional composition for three-part singing without accompaniment." Ibid.
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Example number 1: Neža Nahtigal, Morning (Jutro).
**Author:** Neža Nahtigal  
**Title:** *Morning (Jutro)*  
**Mentor / School:** Jasmina Žagar / OŠ Notranjski odred Cerknica

### General presentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Category</th>
<th>Category 1 (primary school)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Rank attributed to by the jury</td>
<td>1st place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Final rank of the contestant at the Music Olympiad</td>
<td>2nd place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Topic</td>
<td>Programme music: external and internal stimuli: nature and emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Performers</td>
<td>String trio: cello and two violins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Parameters for a detailed analysis of the selected original composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Meter and Rhythm</th>
<th>3/4 time and 2/4 time (bars 55 to 66)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2. Musical Form | A + B + C + D + A  
The composition has four different sections, the first one is repeated at the end. These sections do not represent any classical musical form. Through developmental form, the author avoids traditional forms, movements and periods. |
| 3. Structure | Three-part composition |
| 4. Melody | a) Range:  
1st violin: d1 - h3  
2nd violin: g – g3  
Cello: C – c1  
The ranges used are suitable.  
b) Structure of the line: The line is diatonic. Each part also contains altered tones (Eb, C#, G#, Ab)  
c) Phrasing: In accordance with the harmony. |
| 5. Harmony | a) Basic tonality: Parts A and B: G major, part C: C major, part D: A minor  
b) Classification of cadences:  
Perfect: V – I (2x)  
Imperfect: ii° - I (3x)  
Half cadence: I – V (1x)  
c) Modulation: G → C → Am  
e) Tonicization: V/V, V/ii |
| 6. Quality of notation | a) Means: Use of music notation software  
b) Marks: dynamics, agogics (rhythm), articulation. |
| 7. Overall impression | The composition has a developmental form, with four separate parts. Harmonic progression is varied, modulations into two new tonalities occur, tonicization is used. In the notation and in the performance, the author makes great contrasts in dynamics, rhythmical elements and articulation. |

*Table 2: Example of detailed analysis of the composition *Morning (Jutro)* by Neža Nahtigal.*

39 Neža Nahtigal described the composition *Morning (Jutro)* with the following words:
Detailed analysis of the selected compositions (N=32) showed that 53.1% were in the 4/4 time. Proportions of other times were smaller. Changes in times in the course of a composition were often used. As regards the rhythm itself, there were no particularities. We noticed only a few errors in its notation. Most competitors used musical forms they were already familiar with: sectional forms, rondos, variations and strophic form with refrain. However, in several cases there were partial deviations from classical forms, some of which were a sign of original approach to constructing the composition. Most compositions were categorised as tonal. In terms of harmony, we were able to find simple harmonic movements (use of tonic, subdominant and dominant cords, complemented with cords of all the other degrees of the scale) as well as some specific ones (harmonic parallelism, quartal chords, jazz chord sequences, simple form of neotonal with tonal centres, traces of modes and modal chords). We were interested in whether the contestants’ music was handwritten or they used computer programmes. We looked into the quality of the notation, in terms of correctness as well as the use of interpretation marks. The majority of the compositions (69.8%) were written with the use of music notation software. Only around a quarter of them were handwritten. Four original compositions were recorded with the use of multimedia and then played at the Music Olympiad. Most of the interpretation marks found in the scores were related to the dynamics and tempo. There were also individual cases where marks for the agogics and articulation were used.

Conclusions

In the Music Olympiad, as in working with creative students in general, the role of the teacher – mentor is crucial. With the right encouragement and guidance, young musicians can achieve good creative results, despite they lack theoretical knowledge. Analysis of the compositions showed that individual pieces reflected a true sense of form, content and even compositional technique. A nice, elaborated notation does not improve a composition. However, if a contestant invests genuine creative effort into their work, this will usually result also in a responsible and precise notation. By writing down their musical ideas, contestants learn a lot, even if they require some help by their mentors. Therefore, the results of the present analysis can be useful for teachers – mentors. They should, among other things, encourage students’ sensitivity for the title of their composition – whether it is in accordance with the character of the composition. Also, teachers should encourage students to avoid well known templates and rather try to structure their compositions as originally as they can.

The Music Olympiad involves talented students with interest in music. Teachers have to work with these students, following a tailor-made programme and looking for

"At the beginning there is a gentle melody, representing my first impression as I wake up into a nice, sunny morning: the birds are singing, the air smells of dew, the flowers are opening up. Suddenly, I am overcome by the everyday concerns (bar 55). I am thinking: I have to study maths today; I will be interrogated tomorrow. My aunt is sick. When I come from school, I will have to start practicing my violin immediately...’ Then I close my eyes and calm down (from bar 62 on): ‘I can do all this. I just have to make an effort and believe in myself and I will make it!’ I take my school bag and step into a lovely spring morning (the initial melody repeats).” Ibid.
the right way to steer and lead students who want to realise their musical ideas in their own original compositions. They have to provide advice and guidelines supported by new musical knowledge, while at the same time letting the students plan and carry out their musical ideas freely. Supported by teachers, students go through authentic creative process the final product (original composition by the student) of which is publicly presented and evaluated. Analysis of handwritten notations of the compositions showed that students used the learned musical contents in their creations. However, many elements used that could be explained in theoretical and compositional terms, were the result of students' intuition and experimentation. Quite a few musical ideas surprised with their originality, particularity and novelty. Even though the Music Olympiad opens the questions regarding musical competitions and their relations to creativity, it puts more emphasis on the opportunity and possibility of creative expression and public performance in an encouraging environment than to the final result (gold, silver or bronze award) itself. Therefore, we can conclude that to the participants, the Music Olympiad can represent an incentive to their further musical creativity.

Our research focused on musical analysis of the created compositions. Its purpose was not to analyse the influence of various factors on the previous musical knowledge of contestants (e.g. encouraging family environment, parallel education in music schools or other forms of organised learning, participation in choirs, instrumental ensembles, etc.). Additional insight into the work of teachers-mentors and their strategies in supporting and steering the creative process which results in a product – original composition – could be obtained with a special questionnaire and an analysis of the data gathered by it. We believe that the results represent a good starting point for further research and application in schools in order to promote musical creativity in young people and demonstration of their complex musical knowledges.
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